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22 July 2015 21:56
Planning LDF

Kinghill Westerleigh'.
LGSD_Response_Form_Summer_2015 - Sunnymead Farm.docx

Dear Sir,
Please find attached my objection to the proposed Green Space Designation ‘LGSD434 – Kinghill Westerleigh’.
I still await your response to my e‐mail 21/7/15 below.
Yours faithfully

From:
Sent: 21 July 2015 20:06
To: planningLDF@southglos.gov.uk
Subject:
Dear Sir,
It is unbelievable that you are proposing to impose covenants on our land, without consultation with us before
publication. If a colleague had not brought it to by notice I would have been unaware of your plan.
Your letter LSGD434 primary function is ensue obfuscation. You do not even have the courteously to include a map,
or any meaningful explanation as to why the land has been proposed, what is the benefit, or how I can
constructively make my objections heard.
The land is currently for sale and its inclusion in the local green space designation is clearly a cynical ploy by others
to frustrate this process and its value. This is an abuse of process either deliberately or by negligence on the part of
South Glos Council for which I will hold South Glos accountable for financial loss incurred.
Please can you provide details of why you believe 20 acres agricultural land a local green space?
Some justification, please.
I am ignorant of the ‘Local Green Space Designation’ process, legislation or my rights. I have no alternative by to
seek professional advice. Please confirm South Glos Council will reimburse professional service costs I incur
understanding, investigating and ultimately defending against your proposal.
Yours faithfully
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n/a

(If you are not the landowner please now continue to Section B)
If you are the landowner, are you in support of or objecting to the proposals to designate this
land?
Objecting
If you are objecting to the proposals to designate your land, what are your reasons? (please
refer to criteria in sections C and D below in particular)
The proposed space is not of particular local significance because of its beauty. It is Mainly
flat grassland, most of which cannot be seen from Westerleigh village. See map LGSD434
The space is not covered by other landscape or townscape designations (e.g. Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty or Conservation Area).
The space does not have a literature or art connection.
The proposed space has no particular local significance because of its historic significance.
The proposed space is of no particular local significance because of its recreational value.
The nomination for ‘Green Space Designation’ was made on the grounds of it being a
leisure facility. There is no sport or informal recreation carried out on this land.
The land is adjacent to the ‘Westerleigh Playing Fields’ (LGSD442) which is located nearer
to the centre of population and provides ample space for sport and informal recreation (e.g
football, cricket, children’s playground, benches, shaded areas, open spaces etc)
There are few dwellings within easy walking distance, close proximity. Most must cross
Westerleigh Playing fields to gain access.
The space is not special to the community.
The evidence submitted regarding proximity of the space to the community which use it is
that ‘2 footpaths’ cross it. The national guidance states that there is no need to designate
linear corridors (footpaths) as Local Green Space simply to protect rights of way, which are
already protected under other legislation.
The proposed space is not of particular local significance because of its tranquillity, being
adjacent to the busy B4465.
The proposed space is not of particular local significance because of its richness of wildlife.
Blanket designation of open countryside adjacent to settlements is not appropriate.
The designated space does not have clearly defined edges.
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The space does not “feel” local in character and scale
There no other reasons why the proposed space has a particular local significance for the
local community.
It should be noted that this land is already part of the Green Belt.

B) Map of proposed Local Green Space
PLEASE PROVIDE A MAP WHICH SHOWS THE BOUNDARIES OF THE PROPOSED
LOCAL GREEN SPACE Map already in www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15

IF YOU ARE THE LANDOWNER PLEASE PROVIDE A MAP OF YOUR OWNERSHIP
Sunnymead Farm bordered in blue on map below
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C) Does the space meet the national criteria for designation as a Local Green Space?
Please provide a response to each of the following 5 criteria - where information has not already
been provided or is incorrect in the List of nominated Local Green Spaces. (Table 1 of the Local
Green Space Designation Updated Guidance Note (June 2015) www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15
provides further details of the criteria and guidance on what sort of information you may wish to
submit):
1. Is the proposed space subject to a planning permission for development? (See Criteria 1 in
the guidance note)
No
2. Is the proposed space the subject of an allocation, or proposal to allocate, for development in
the Local Plan? (See Criteria 2 in the guidance note)
No
3. Is the proposed space an extensive tract of land and is it local in character? (See Criteria 3 in
the guidance note)
Blanket designation of open countryside adjacent to settlements is not appropriate.
Designated space does not have clearly defined edges.
The space does not “feel” local in character and scale

4. Is the space within close proximity to the community it serves? (See Criteria 4 in the guidance
note)
There are few dwellings within easy walking distance, close proximity.
5. Is the specific space demonstrably special to the local community? e.g. not a blanket
designation (see Criteria 5 in the guidance note)

The space is not special to the community. Blanket designation of all/most green areas or
open space within an area is not appropriate. The space must be demonstrably special,
which it is not.

D) Why is the space of particular local significance?
Please use the following response box to provide specific evidence as to how at least one of the
following criteria is relevant:
Please state which criterion, 6-11, are relevant to the nominated space. Table 2 of the Local
Green Space Designation Updated Guidance Note (June 2015) www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15
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provides further details on the criteria and guidance on what sort of information you may wish to
submit to justify how the space is of particular local significance and demonstrably special to the
community that use it:
6. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its beauty
7. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its historic significance
8. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its recreational value
9. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its tranquillity
10. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its richness of wildlife
11. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of another reason not
covered by criteria 6-10.
The space is not of particular local significance. None of above criteria for ‘Local Green
Space’ are met.

Please return completed forms by close of business on 30th July 2015:
By e-mail: PlanningLDF@southglos.gov.uk
By post: Strategic Planning Policy and Specialist Advice Team, South Gloucestershire Council,
Environment and Community Services Department, PO Box 299, Civic Centre, High Street,
Kingswood, Bristol, BS15 0DR.
Viewing documents
The consultation documents can be viewed from: www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15
The consultation documents are also available to view online at:


South Gloucestershire Libraries (please refer to www.southglos.gov.uk/libraries for
locations and opening times); and



The Council’s One-Stop Shops, from 8.45am - 5pm Mondays to Wednesdays and
8.45am - 4.30pm Thursdays and Fridays, in the following locations:


Thornbury Library, St Mary Street, Thornbury, BS35 2AA
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Yate, Kennedy Way, BS37 4DQ (access via West Walk)
Kingswood Civic Centre, High Street, Kingswood, BS15 9TR
Patchway Hub, Rodway Road, Patchway, BS34 5PE

Data protection
The information collected as part this consultation will also be used by the Council in
accordance with the data protection principles in the Data Protection Act 1998. The purposes for
collecting this data are: to assist in plan making; and to contact you, if necessary, regarding the
planning consultation process. Some of the data may be made public as it will form part of the
evidence base used to inform the creation of planning policy documents. The above purposes
may require public disclosure of any data received on the response form, in accordance with the
Freedom of Information Act 2000.
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Landowner/leaseholder - Local Green Space Consultation – June 2015
Response Form
Your name / organisation:
Strata Associates Ltd
Address and contact details (please include phone number & email address):
Claire Dolan MRTPI
Clivedon
Clive Avenue
Church Stretton
Shropshire
SY6 7BL

In order to be able to proceed with the protection of the green spaces that have been put
forward for designation as Local Green Spaces we must have for each space:
 details of the ownership of the land (if at all possible)
 a map of the boundaries
 an explanation of how it meets the criteria for designation and
 specific justification for why it is demonstrably special to the local community
Therefore please first check the List of Nominated Local Green Spaces and maps which can be
viewed at: www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15 which identifies where further information on any of the
above is still needed and then provide us with the additional information, where necessary,
using this form:
If you are the landowner and wish to support or object to any of the spaces being
nominated, please use this form to tell us how the space does or does not meet the
criteria, by completing the questions below.
PLEASE USE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH GREEN SPACE
Name and code of nominated space:
Please clearly reference the individual Local Green Space’s code provided in both the List of
nominated Local Green Spaces and the maps, available from www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15
LGSD434 – Kingshill, Westerleigh

A) Ownership of Local Green Space
Please indicate if you or your organisation are the landowner/leaseholder:
Yes – represent part owner of land
1
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As the land owner / leaseholder, are you aware of the proposal to designate your land?
Yes

Are you in support of or objecting to the proposals to designate this land?
Object to designation
If you are objecting to the proposals to designate your land, what are your reasons? (Please
refer to criteria in sections C and D below in particular)
The designation appears to be a blanket designation of a large area of land which is
primarily farmland and the boundaries are indiscriminate and do not relate to the actual
field boundaries or the form and character of the village.
Although the green space is fairly close to recreational facilities within Westerleigh, there is
no justification for including this area which is predominantly pasture land and used for
grazing purposes.
Other than the fact that there are two public footpaths running through the site and the land
is on the edge of the village, there is no special justification for including the land in
question. There are many comparable sites on the edge of the village which have similar
characteristics.

B) Map of proposed Local Green Space
PLEASE PROVIDE A MAP WHICH SHOWS THE BOUNDARIES OF THE PROPOSED
LOCAL GREEN SPACE
If not previously provided. Please see List of Nominated Local Green Spaces and Mapped,
nominated Local Green Spaces to check if this is required. www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15
IF YOU ARE THE LANDOWNER PLEASE PROVIDE A MAP OF YOUR OWNERSHIP
This is particularly important if this differs from the area proposed for designation e.g. if you
own only part of the proposed Local Green Space, see the mapped, nominated Local
Green Spaces: www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15
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C) Does the space meet the national criteria for designation as a Local Green Space?
Please provide a response to each of the following 5 criteria - where information has not already
been provided or is incorrect in the List of nominated Local Green Spaces. (Table 1 of the Local
Green Space Designation Updated Guidance Note (June 2015) www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15
provides further details of the criteria and guidance on what sort of information you may wish to
submit):
1. Is the proposed space subject to a planning permission for development? (See Criteria 1 in
the guidance note)
Not that we are aware of
2. Is the proposed space the subject of an allocation, or proposal to allocate, for development in
the Local Plan? (See Criteria 2 in the guidance note)
Not that we are aware of

3. Is the proposed space an extensive tract of land and is it local in character? (See Criteria 3 in
the guidance note)
The inclusion of the land bears no relationship to the natural field boundaries or form of the
settlement. Many typical fields on the edge of a village could be described as being local in
character. The area of land in question does not have clearly defined edges, just an
arbitrary boundary running north-south which does not relate to the hedgerow or field
boundaries
4. Is the space within close proximity to the community it serves? (See Criteria 4 in the guidance
note)
A small part of the land abuts part of the playing fields but the bulk of the remainder does
not relate that well to the main settlement.
5. Is the specific space demonstrably special to the local community? e.g. not a blanket
designation (see Criteria 5 in the guidance note)

We have not been able to view any evidence to suggest why this area of land is special to
the community, just a series of maps. Please provide the detailed evidence so it can be
commented upon.

D) Why is the space of particular local significance?
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Please use the following response box to provide specific evidence as to how at least one of the
following criteria is relevant:
Please state which criterion, 6-11, are relevant to the nominated space. Table 2 of the Local
Green Space Designation Updated Guidance Note (June 2015) www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15
provides further details on the criteria and guidance on what sort of information you may wish to
submit to justify how the space is of particular local significance and demonstrably special to the
community that use it:
6. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its beauty
7. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its historic significance
8. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its recreational value
9. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its tranquillity
10. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of its richness of wildlife
11. The proposed space is of particular local significance because of another reason not
covered by criteria 6-10.
If you are objecting to the nominated space, please provide details of how the space might not
meet these criteria.
6. Beauty – the area already has a blanket designation of green belt which affords special
planning protection against inappropriate development. Some of the land has been
degraded in amenity value by splitting into pony paddocks and is difficult to access where
multiple stiles. Part of the land is overgrown and not navigable on foot.
7. Historic significance – no explanation of why this discreet parcel has been selected as a
Green Space Designation
8. Recreational value - the nominated land is split into 3 ownerships and merely has
footpath access to a steep sloping hill which is not easily accessible.
9. Tranquillity – part of land is close to busy Short Hill, is used for horticulture and paddocks
divided up into smaller parcels of land.
10. Wildlife – much of land is improved grassland or grazed by horses which lowers its
wildlife value.

Please return completed forms by close of business on 21st August 2015
If you are a Parish or Town Council landowner/leaseholder, please reply by the 30th July
2015:
By e-mail: PlanningLDF@southglos.gov.uk
By post:
Strategic Planning Policy and Specialist Advice Team
South Gloucestershire Council
Environment and Community Services Department
PO Box 299
Civic Centre
High Street
Kingswood
Bristol
BS15 0DR
Viewing documents
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The consultation documents can be viewed from: www.southglos.gov.uk/lgsd15
The consultation documents are also available to view online at:


South Gloucestershire Libraries (please refer to www.southglos.gov.uk/libraries for
locations and opening times); and



The Council’s One-Stop Shops, from 8.45am - 5pm Mondays to Wednesdays and
8.45am - 4.30pm Thursdays and Fridays, in the following locations:
 Thornbury Library, St Mary Street, Thornbury, BS35 2AA
 Yate, Kennedy Way, BS37 4DQ (access via West Walk)
 Kingswood Civic Centre, High Street, Kingswood, BS15 9TR
 Patchway Hub, Rodway Road, Patchway, BS34 5PE

Data protection
The information collected as part this consultation will also be used by the Council in
accordance with the data protection principles in the Data Protection Act 1998. The purposes for
collecting this data are: to assist in plan making; and to contact you, if necessary, regarding the
planning consultation process. Some of the data may be made public as it will form part of the
evidence base used to inform the creation of planning policy documents. The above purposes
may require public disclosure of any data received on the response form, in accordance with the
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

08 September 2015 00:02
Lucy Paffett
Local green space designation westerleigh
filename-1.pdf

Dear lucy Paffett please find attached a map of where the logger steps are actually located, I'm still having
problems with my Internet at home and have been unable to download the reply forms, I also did not receive
the forms you sent in the post.I am in disagreement the the locations of both the green space designation on
my land, LGSD 434 AND LOGGER STEPS LGSD 435
Regards
Sent from my

smartphone
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